Consider the eigenvalue problem which is given in the interval [0, n by the differential equation
where q(x) ix sufficiently smooth function defined in the interval [0, n ]. We assume that the points X3,X4,...,X n divide the interval [0,1] to commensurable parts and GtIJ2-fx2[ 0. Let 2 k,s Pk,s be the eigenvalue$ of the problem (0.1)-(0.2) for which we shall assume that they are simple, where k,s, are positive integers and suppose that Hk,. ( It ix well-known that the sum of the diagonal elements in a S(luare matrix is equal to the sum of the eigenvalues of its operator in finite dimensional space. In other words the trace of a matrix is equal tthe spectral trace in n-dimensi,nal spaces.
It is worth mentioning that this theorem i. .atisfied also in the case of nuclear operators acting in Hilbert space. Sadovnichii [1 proved this theorem. Thus we might ask the following question. Is the last theorem applicable to the case of unbounded operators?, especially in the case of differential operators since in ge.neral case the trace of a matrix and spectral trace do not exist.
Consider, for example, the boundary-value problem:
The eigenvalues ,n of problem (1.1), (1.2) has the asymptotic expansion in the form n~n2-Co + i-Cnl -
3) it is clear that E ?n diverges, while E(. n n 2-Co) converges, and is called n:= n= 1 the regular trace for the problem (1.1), (1.2) . The study of regular trace for differential operators plays an important role in several fields such as mathematical analysis, theoretical physics and quantum mechanics, where the regular traces give the asyntptotic expansion for the eigenvalues of operators. We can also use the regular trace in the inverse spectral problems in functional analysis.
A good number of work has been devoted to the deduction of the formulae of regularized traces of differential operators Geifand, Ivitian [2] , Charles, ltalberg and Kramer [3] , Lidsky, Sadovnichii [4, 5, 6] , Sadovnichii, l,yubishkin and Belabbasy [7, 8] , Saleh [9] and many other authors The concept of the regularized trace with a weight for the differential operators was introduced by Sadovnichii [10] .
The main goal now is to derive asymptotic formulae for the solutions of (0.1) when [,]and then use them to obtain the asymptotic formulae for the eigenvalues of the problem (0.1), (0.2). The concluding part of this lmper is devoted to the derivation of the regularized sums of eigenfunctions of the second order, and we shall give some examples,to illustrate the mentioned concept of regularized sums of eigenfunctions.
ASYMI'TOTIC FORMI,AE FOR 'IIE S()I,UTI()N ()F THE STIRM-LIOUVILLE EQUATION
The solution of the differential equation (0.1) admits asymptotic expansions in powers of p -z which become more precise the number of derivatives that the function q(x) has increases Marchenko [11] , Naimark [12] . l,et y (x,p) and yz (x,p) be linearly independent solutions of (0.1), then 
Using the results of Saleh [9] , we deduce that in connmensurable case the problem (0.1)-(0.2) has 2m series of eigenvalues which have the fi!llowi.g a.ymptofic formula: It is well-know, that the {teen' hmcti.n of differential equaUo, of the second order is given by the formula:
The positive sign being taken if x >, and the negative sign if x<).
(4.1)
If we divide the p-plane into four regions ; : such that:
where we see that the Green's function of the problem (0.1)-(0.2) in the commensurable case has the following asymptotic formula:
u__0 pu peS, <x<xj (2) G(x,,p)~e-l(x,)p --;u'Ju P 80 <xjn <x, (6.12) n=l Upon using the results in H.F. Weinberger [14] , we deduce that the Green's function ofthe problem (6.4)-(6.5) is given by the following formula: Equations (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8) in (6.13), (6.14), we get the following asymptotic G(x,,p) (t) (x,) e 'plx-) Z v; Using formulae (6.17), (6.18), (6.20)and (6.21), we have the following theorem. Upon using formulae (6.36), (6.38), (6.39)'and (6.40), we have the following theorem (6.40) THEOREM 6.2 n then the regularized sum of the first order for eigenfunctions of the problem 1) If < X < , (6.24)-(6.25) are given by the foilowig formulae ZZ k,sH k,* (x')e Ill k=ls=l n=Op=O+ k" __+ 3 . ,(,-)(-.-lna(')) ,: s=l n=0p=0/=0 (s) l,-i(s)& (3) .F(e-41(x-'),n-2)Wn_p., "rp-.,l (2) If x<<', (6.41) then the regularized sum of the first order for eigenfunctions of the problem (6.24)-(6.25) are given by the followig formulae -'<'-',><-"<-, , , , , ,,), " , , , F(e*X-),n 2)" o) (6.44)
